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Department reviews

Western
will test
seniors
Assessments will not be
required for graduation
BY JOSEPH LORD

Herald reporter

Fielder W. Strain/Herald
Student tour guide Lindsey .Nave, a junior from Harrisburg, Ill., introduces Western's campus to potential students and their
families.

Students won't be the only folks tested on
the Hill this year.
Western is requiring all departments to begin
assessing their effectiveness in preparation for a
2005 review by the Southern Association of
Colleges and Schools, the regional collegiate
accreditation body.
As a result, some graduating students will find themselves taking assessments this
spring to gauge how much
they have learned at Western,
said Rhetta Poe, co-chairman
of the SACS review project
committee.
Every academic program
will be charged with creating its
own form of assessment for
~ch major, Poe said. Assessments may include portfolios
and performance exhibitions.
"We're not assessing the
students," she said. "We're
assessing the program."
Poe said not all graduating
students will participate in the assessments some bigger programs might instead choose to
select a sample of students to take the tests.
Provost Barbara Burch said Western's move
to formalize its assessment process is not just
another step for SACS accreditation.
"On one hand, it's important for SACS
accreditation," she said. "On the other hand, it's
just plain important."
Poe said assessments will be used to better
the university's programs by allowing them to
identify their strengths and weaknesses.
Departments would use the collected information from the assessments to improve their
programs - a SACS requirement, Poe said.
Service departments will also be required to
conduct surveys or provide documentation of
how well and quickly they serve students, faculty and staff, she said. These include Facilities

Some

graduating
students
will begin
taking the
exams this
spring to
show how
much they
have

Tour guide sells potential students on life at Western
BY BOBBY HARRELL

Herald Reporter
n a room filled with anxious parents and
would-be students, Lindsey Nave, a
junior from Harrisburg, Ill., is the only
person wearing a smile.
Her short, lemonade-colored hair
bobs as she answers questions from a young
man.
Most of the people in the Kentucky Museum
lobby are huddled around her, staring at the
small red and white bus parked outside. Today,
like a few others, it's Nave's job to introduce
the world of Western to potential students and
their families.
She's a student tour guide.
Western began the student tour program 14
years ago, Admissions Services Coordinator
Erika Winger said.
"When new buildings are constructed on
campus, we have to change the script of the
tour guides," Winger said.
After the tour participants are loaded onto
the bus, Nave turns in her seat at the front and
talks to the cramped people behind her.

I

Nave begins each tour by introducing herself.
"I'm a junior, but I've only been here for a
semester," she said. "I am a transfer student
from Southeastern Illinois College."
Not long after Nave transferred to Western,
she realized she needed a job.
"I came in and interviewed for a job in the
Office of Admissions," she said. "And they had
an opening and part of the job was to file
papers, answer phones, do some mailing and
give tours."
The tour begins at Gordon Wilson Hall and
makes its way through campus.
During the tour, Nave describes the purpose
of each building or monument, what subjects
are taught in each building and an interesting
fact associated with each structure.
For example, Science and Technology Hall
houses the Engineering Technology and Public
Health Department. The building was a high
school until 1970.
From Normal Drive, the bus goes past

SEE LEADER PAGE 5

learned.

Fielder W. Strain/Herald
Nave, a transfer student from Southeastern Illinois College, gives campus tours
with the Office of Admissions.

National Disabilities Awareness Month ,-

Candidates
share views
BY DAVE SHINALL

Herald reporter
Bowling Green voters will
elect four city commissioners
Tuesday from a field of eight
non-partisan candidates.
Half of the candidates teach
at Western.
Challengers Mike May, Ken
Kuehn, Brian Strow and Brian
Nash all want to improve traffic flow, city services and the
local economy, if elected.
So do incumbents Jim
Bullington, Joe Denning, Dan
Hall and Alan W. Palmer.
May, Kuehn, Strow and
Palmer all teach at Western.
The eight candidates differ
only on one issue: whether to
build the Kentucky Trimodal
Transpark, a 4,000-acre industrial park between Bowling
Green and Oakland.
Incumbents
favor
the
Transpark, while their challengers oppose it.
Otherwise, the four incum-

bents and challengers share the
same overall goals of improving Kentucky's fourth mostpopulated city in three major
areas.
Waste and taxes are Mike
May's primary targets.
"We need
eight
to
increase
city services
and cut taxes
at the same
time, and I
think I know
how I can do
that, mostly
by cutting out
the waste that
is existing already," May
said.
May teaches geology at
Western. He serves on Bowling
Green's Storm Water Advisory
Committee with fellow geology

Four of

candidates
in the
Nov. 5

election

are
Western

professors.
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"People with disabilities are not disabled."

First Barrier Day opens students' eyes
BY CASSIE RILEY

Herald reporter
Although he couldn't see what he was
doing and his fingers were smeared in
peanut butter, Kevin Modlin didn't stop.
The blindfolded Bowling Green senior
finished making his sandwich Tuesday and
wrapped it in a napkin.
He was one of many students who took
part in Western's first-ever Barrier Day
Tuesday at Downing University Center.
The event was established as part of
National Disabilities Awareness Month to
raise awareness of the challenges that disabled students face on Westem's campus.
Equal Opportunities Coordinator Sam
Starks said Barrier Day will be held yearly
at Western.
Faculty, staff and students gathered
Tuesday to celebrate this year's Barrier
Day by participating in several challenging
activities.
The activities included a wheelchair
obstacle course to illustrate the difficulty
of getting around campus without the use
of legs. Other students were blindfolded
and asked to make a peanut butter sandwich or to pour a glass of water.
Modlin allowed himself to be blindfolded while he tried to pour water into a glass
without spilling it.
"I cheated," he said.

Henrik Edsenius/Herald
Shahbaz Munawar, a graduate student from Pakistan, is assisted in moving
from a wheelchair to a chair without using his legs during Barrier Day.
Modlin had previously watched a blind
student successfully pour a glass of water
by putting their finger in the glass to feel
the level of the water so it didn't spill over.
Matt Davis, coordinator of Student
Disability, helped those who tried to complete the wheelchair obstacle course.

Insurance getting closer

Shake it up

On Tuesday:

Westem's benefits committee
plans to make final recommendations on insurance. Page 2.

Ever wanted to know what it's
like to wiggle your belly professionally? Find out. Page 7.

Mary Taylor Cowles enters
her first season as head coach,
looking to produce a winner.
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While sitting in a wheelchaii:, students
had to maneuver between chairs and over
an unfolded table which represented a
raised barrier.
After they had gotten over the table,

SEE Eus PAS£ 6

Check the Web at www.
wkuherald.com for a multimedia
presentation about senior Tabitha
Briggs' struggle with cancer.
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Nash hearing Nov. 19
l •l

Western will get its day in
court Nov. 19.
A federal judge will rule
next month on Western's
motion to dismiss a recent lawsuit filed by Western employee
Staci Nash and her husband,
Brian "Slim" Nash.
The family filed a lawsuit in
August after HCC Li_fe, which
handles Western msurance
claims over $75,000, denied
coverage of 4-year-old Presley
Nash's bone marrow transplant
because the Food and Drug
Administration said the procedure is experimental.
Western agreed in August to
pay for the transplant - a
$500,000 procedure - ~nd any
associated costs, mmus a
$1,400 deductible and co-p_ay.
The university filed a motion
in September to dismiss the
lawsuit.
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Writer to speak today
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Karen McElmurray, a
Kentucky native, will read her
soon-to-be-published memoir,
"Mother of the Disappeared:
An
Appalachian
Birth
Mother's Journey" at 7 p.m.
today in Cherry Hall Room
125. The event is free and open
to the public.
- Rex Hall Jr.

H. Rick Mach/Herald
Stearns senior Jacob Hamlin rehearsed a part of a duet for the operetta " Die Fledermaus" for his
Opera Theatre class Tuesday afternoon in one of the practice rooms in the fine arts center. Hamlin uses the mirror to evaluate his voice
techniques and mechanics. The°'operetta will be performed on Nov. 16 and 17 at the Kentucky Museum.
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CrimeReports

Insurance sign-ups may come before Thanksgiving
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Arrest
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♦ Jeffrey J. Clifton, Barnes-Campbell Hall, was charged
Monday with driving undet the influence and disregarding a compulsory turning lane. He was released the same day from Warren
1

'

Process delayed by suit,
transplant, provider change

gr County Regional Jail on a $1,000 unsecured bond.

BY MAI HOANG

Herald reporter
Open enrollment for faculty and staff
health insurance plans may take place before
Thanksgiving break.
Len Kogut, chair of Western's Benefits
Committee, said the group is planning to send
its recommendations for this year's coverage
to President Gary Ransdell this week.
If Ransdell approves the committee's recommendations, infonnational sessions will be
held during November and enrollment will
begin thereafter, Kogut said.
Faculty and staff health insurance enrollment has traditionally taken place in October,
but Kogut said numerous factors, including
choosing a new third-party administrator for

Tender cuts of
all-white-meat
chicken breast with a
kick of Buffalo flavor
baked right in.
Try a 10-pc. order
for Just SS.99

with any pizza purchase

the insurance program, has caused the delay.
''This is a more complex process than
usual," he said.
A recent lawsuit filed by Western employee Staci Nash and her husband, Brian "Slim"
Nash has also caused a delay in insurance
enrollment. The family filed suit in August
after HCC Life, which handles Western insurance claims over $75,000, refused to cover a
bone marrow transplant for their daughter,
Presley.
Western has since agreed to pay for the
$500,000 procedure. The university is using
money from the faculty and staff health insurance reserve fund to pay for the procedure, as
well as any legal costs related to the lawsuit.
The expenditure is expected to cause insurance premiums to rise.
Kogut said the committee has met almost
daily to detennine the best coverage options
for university employees.
"You're trying to provide everything you
can for the most reasonable fee," he said "So

we looked under every rock we're aware of."
Kogut said he could not reveal details on
Westem's insurance plan since the benefits
committee hasn't given its recommendations
to Ransdell.
Mathematics professor Claus Ernst, a
member of the benefits committee, said the
Board of Regents may have to act if there are
any major changes to the insurance plan.
Ransdell said he wasn't concerned about
the delay in enrollment.
"I'm much more concerned with making
the right decision and keeping the actual cost
of our employees as low as we can and sustain
a high-quality benefits package," he said.
Although he has not received any recommendations from the committee, Ransdell said
he expects that premiums will increase due to
rising health care costs across the country, but
is optimistic that employees will see reasonable premium rates.
Reach Mai Hoang at news@wkuherald.com
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The Brothers of Pi Kappa Alpha
would like to congratulate our new
Dream Girl for 2002-2003
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Freshman Seminar unchanged

77 YEARS OF EXCELLEN<
1 OUTSTANDING

BY MOLLY O'CONNOR

Herald reporter
After much debate last year
over the effectiveness of

Freshman Seminar, not much
has changed - yet.
Administrators decided last
year that the class will be an
optional course for freshmen in
fall 2003 and that Western will
continue to assess the effectiveness of the class.
Psychology professor John
Bruni, chair of the evaluating
group for Freshman Seminar,
said this is an adjustment year
for UC-101.
Freshman Seminar; Coordinator Cindy Jones said she
hopes students will choose to
take the course even after it
becomes optional next year.
"I'm disappointed that it's
not going to be required," she
said.
Bruni said the most significant shift will be a change in
class format.
In May, Provost Barbara
Burch formed a UC-101
Governing Committee with the

November

The

13laclt Dalia

car
Rifles At Recess
Niteclass, 8:30pm, $free
l'rcscttteb b\j Campus Activities Boart,.

purpose of continually implementing changes in the class.
Psychology associate professor
Katrina Phelps is chair of the
committee.
"I think there are some very
exciting things about to happen," Burch said.
Phelps said the committee
worked for six weeks this summer to identify areas of development and to work toward
making recommendations for
changes to Freshman Seminar.
The committee presented those
recommendations to Burch
June 25.
The group has developed
five sub-committees: learning
communities, peer mentors,
library education, curriculum
training and marketing.
Of the five sub-committees,
Phelps said the curriculum
training is currently receiving
the most attention.
She said UC-101 has been
plagued by class comparability,
flexibility and accountability,
and the goal of the committee
is to address those issues.
Committee members have

CONTINUED FROM FRONT PA&E
professor and Commission candidate Ken Kuehn.
Kuehn said installing more
than 200 miles of storm sewers is
a long-term issue facing city government. The EPA has given
Bowling Green until March to
come up with a plan for meeting
federal storm sewer regulations.
Kuehn wants city government
to put a halt on Bowling Green's
growth until commissioners can
come up with plans to install
storm sewers, improve sanitary
sewers, iniProve streets and fix
traffic problems.
"I would support an immediate moratorium on annexing any
more land into the city," Kuehn
said. "We need to tum inward and
develop our services."
Trade, transportation and

tourism, what he calls "the three
T's," are incumbent Alan W.
Palmer's top issues.
"I think trade means economic
development for this community," said Palmer, who teaches
public relations at Western. "I
think we need to continue striving
for better-paying jobs. One of the
worst things that could happen to
this community is for us to
become a minimum wage hub."
Bowling Greet,:'s streets need
a lot of work, but.,i):nproving them
will depend heavily on money
from state and federal sources,
Palmer said.
''We are getting a fair share of
the state money and federal funds
that are available," he said. "We
just need more."
Palmer would like Bowling
Green to attract more tourists,
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news@wkuherald.com.

VIEWS: Traffic, economy hot issues

The Cobalt Club
$9.49

proposed a number of changes,
including alterations to the core
content of Freshman Seminar.
"You have a tremendously
user-friendly class," she said.
Phelps said the core curriculum of the class will not
make up the majority of what
students learn. She said
instructors will be allowed to
tailor the course for specific
majors.
"We think that will be better
for students and better for faculty," she said.
For those students who
enroll as undeclared majors,
Phelps said there will still be
Freshman Seminar sections
that focus solely on the core
curriculum of the class.
Phelps said the committee
has presented the proposal to
Western's Council of Deans
and will next present it to university department heads.
"The goal is to be where we
need to be by next fall," she
said.
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who he said would spend millions
at local businesses and boost revenue from the city's hotel tax.
· For economics professor
Brian Strow, who rounds out
Westem's candidate list, fixing
traffic and pedestrian problems
tops his priorities.
''The two biggest things that
I've focused on are trying to
improve traffic congestion and
getting more sidewalks, particularly near elementary schools,"
Strow said.
Improving police and fire protection share the top of Brian
Nash's list
''Through cuts in funding, we
have programs at the Bowling
Green Police Department that are
no longer in existence," Nash
said. "Because of lack of funding
we have programs at the Fire
Department that aren't able to be
expanded."
Nash wants city government
to seek federal grants for hiring
more police and firefighters.
Incumbent Dan Hall ranks
traffic cot:igestion as the city's
greatest problem.
''The bulk of our traffic problems are created by state roads
that run through the city," Hall
said.
Road work already undeiway,
the addition of turning lanes at
key intersections, planned street
widenings and synchronization of
several key traffic lights should
solve a lot of Bowling Green's
traffic congestion, Hall said.
Commissioner Joe Denning, a
former state trooper, agrees with
other candidates that creating jobs
and improving traffic flow are the
city's two leading problems.
Denning and the other incumbents maintain the Transpark
would attract factories that would
bring many high-paying jobs to
Bowling Green.
More jobs would mean more
revenue through the city's 1.5
percent occupational tax, the
source of 60 percent of city revenue, which is why incumbent
candidates support the Transpark.
''When we have prospects that
come into the community, we
need to have land that's already
available with systems already in
place to where they can make a
decision on one trip as to whether
they're interested in moving to
Bowling Green," Denning said.
As far as Commissioner Jim
Bullington is concerned, jobs
from the Transpark would more
than replace those Bowling Green
loses each year.
"We have had a net decrease in
jobs over the past several years,
and that has adversely affected
our budget," Bullington said. "I
think the most important thing is
to create an environment where
these jobs can grow."
An industrial park in
Huntsville, Ala., similar to the
proposed Transpark, created
12,000 new jobs with yearly
salaries averaging $41,000,
Bullington said.
The challengers oppose the
Transpark, claiming it would
cause pollution and is an economic gamble that could leave taxpayers paying off a possible $100
million bond issue.

Ii

Reach Dave Shinall at
news@wkuherald.com
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O PINION

"Congress shall make no law ...
abridging the f reedom of speech,
or of the press ... "
First Amendment, U.S. Constitution
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When people from other states get discounted rates, Western never gets comr

TIP

Western can't afford to add counties to
estcm can't welcome every- Western is just trying to give as many major
metropolitan areas in-slate tuition as possible.
one with open arms.
What
next, Atlanta'?
Its pocketbook just isn' t
We
think this program, if used in the right
big enough.
way,
could
make Western more diverse,
At Friday's Board of Regents meeting, the
which
is
something
we're always in favor of.
regents approved adding six more countie, to
But
what's
happening
now won't fu lfill that
the Tuition Incentive Program. These counties
go,1I.
arc as close as Pickett County, Tenn. (ahout
Staff Regent Howard Bailey said he hopes
I00 miles from campus), as far away as the St.
the
addition of the St. Louis metropolitan
Louis Metropolitan area (about 290 miles
area
would bring more diversity to campus.
from campus).
Bui
let's face it, we could do a little better
Through the Tuition Incentive Program,
in
our
hunt for diversity. Sure, Missouri
students in these areas get discounted tuition.
might
he
a little more diverse than Kentucky,
For the 2003-2004 school year. they' ll pay
hut
if
\lie
really want to get a good cross-sec$2,024 each semester, while other out-of-state
tion of students not like
students will pay $3,900.
Kentuckians, we've got to
It's nice to get more outTbe
Issue:
T e
get
out of the Midwest.
of-state students at Western,
This
program isn't really
Board
o'
R
e
but eventually Western has
bringing
diversity. If that was
added
six
count
es
to
to draw the line.
what
the
university really
the
Tu1t1on
I
The reason the university
wanted,
Western
should start
Program.
has in-state tuition is
recruiting
from
the West
because our state tax dollars
Coast,
Northeast,
Southwest
(and our parents') go to pay
Oar'View: So
... anywhere hut the Midwest.
for higher education in
adding count es o TIP
Or maybe the university
Kentucky. We get a disespecially thOSE' thdt
should
focus on improving
counted rate because we've
aren't rea ly our
the
quality
of Western 's proalready paid for part of our
ne1ghbo s W
grams,
which
would surely
education.
afford
to
lose
mo•e
attract
more
students
- with
But students who live in
money.
or without a discount rate.
other states aren't contributWestern 's photojournaling to our state allocation
ism
program is considered
pool. So why shouldn't they
one
of
the
nation's
hcst.
It is competitive and
pay for their whole education?
continues
to
produce
top-quality
graduates.
When people from other states get disIts
students
come
here
from
all
over the
counted rates, Western never gets compensated.
n,1t1on and all over the world.
The university gets more students. hut not
If the program is solid, students will come.
extra state money to pay for them.
So 4uit taking the easy way out, Western.
These recent additions to TIP defeat the It',; shortchanging us, at a time when we need
original purpose of the program Its purpose all the spare change we can get.
was to encourage students in Kentucky's "
neighboring counties to attend Western.
• Thh e,/iwrial represent.1· the majority
The last time we checked, St. Louis was 'r>1ii11io11 c~/ the llerald'.~ JO-member board of
more than four hours away. It looks like .\f11dc11t ecliton.
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Nash coverage unfair

No-vote ethic won't work on Tuesday
Iraq had no substantial ties to the Taliban's
'-Ions
The legislative brnnch. however, is a dif- terrorist actions. The Bush administration
has called for an overhaul of those investifercnt story.
just because I didn't see the point. Ho\li do
Take our congressional officials, for gating Iraqi ties, since the evidence they
you pick between two or three politicians example. Both senators, Mitch McConnell expected/wanted didn't pan out. America's
who seem to be saying the same things'!
and Jun Bunning tRcpuhlicans) voted in proposed 2003 defense budget is $396 tJilI want to give back to the worki11~ man. I fa\(Jr of President Bush's sweeping resolu- lion, while only half of that is needed to
upgrade and renovate every school in
. will ensure the rights and freedoms o.f all 11011 authori11ng the use of force agamst Iraq,
America. Thirty-three million of our citithose in my districtlcity/statelco111110: I ll'ill as did Bowling Green's U.S. representative,
zens live in poverty; 41 million have no
put your tax dollars to work.
Rcpuhlicm1 Ron Lewis.
form of health insurance. And the richest 1
Too often, it seems, these promises aren't
Did these people ask whether you wantpercent of the country got $1.6 trillion in tax
fulfilled. So for more than three . - - - - - - , cd to attack Iraq'? Of course they didcuts,
thanks to President Bush.
years now, I've been preaching a
n't. hccause they knew the question
There's a reason we have a Congress: To
no-vote ethic. Don't support the
)Ou'd ask: Why'? That's a question a
check the actions of the presisystem until the system starts
lot of Americans are
dent and his cabinet. But as
supporting you.
wondering, although
Democrats face losing control
Recently, though, I've realized
the Bush adminislraof the Senate as well as losing
that the no-vote ethic won't work.
tion the media and
more seats in the House, that
People who care about specific
even most ofour spinecheck may soon disappear.
things vote regarding to those
_ _ _ _--1 less Democratic repSo read up on things, and
specific things; hence, motorR. Justin
re,cntatives don't
not just on CNN.com; check
cyclists in Kentucky who aren't
Shepherd
want to have to
system out buzzflash.com or
forced to wear helmets, gunanswer 11. They don't
until the system cursor.org. E-mail your
buyers and sellers who don't
know, either.
congressmen
(www.conhave to worry about background checks getBut Iraq i!'> hardly the only
gress.org) and tell them what
ting in the way of their exhibitions. church issue. Just days ago, the Bush
you think about everything.
you. Recently
leaders who don't have to see OPEN signs admi111strallon said it would
And most importantly,
in the windows of liquor stores on Sundays. im anably vote against any
VOTE. Your lone voice may
What do you care about? Should measure that would keep a
not make much difference,
employers be allowed to decide whom they registry of American gunbut with thousands of stuhire based on the applicants' sexual orienta- owners. And then, only a few
dents reading this newspaper,
tions'? Should economic interest take prece- • days later, we lc,m1t·d that the
there's plenty of potential for
dent over environmental safety?
: suspected 5,niper, John Allen
impact. And know that two years from now,
Should America, fresh off a victory ~1uhammad, had bought his weapon of
no matter how far into the proverbial crapagainst the Taliban, attack Iraq and its destruction (the ironically named
per our commander-in-chief has taken us,
leader, Saddam Hussein?
Bushmaster ass..ult rifle) under his own
there will be another chance for us to pull
Who you vote for or who you don't will name.
determine your official answer to each one
Tlunk: 11,td that registry already been ourselves out.
Our elected leaders may not be saying ·
of these questions on Tuesday.
made, authorities,, ould have traced the bulmuch these days. That doesn' t mean we
There's not much we can do about the lets' markmgs hack to Muhammad much
executive branch. The Bush administration sooner, sa, ing a few h,es and deterring can't.
has another two years left, and so far, it ha,- other cnminals from such hrazen antics!
R. Justin Shepherd is a part-time print
n't shown any signs of listening to the puhOt course. this is only the hl!ginning.
journalism major Jrom Bowling Green.
lie (or to reason) before making its dcci- High rank~ of intelligence have determined
Hi, my name is Justin. I am 21 year-, old,
and 1 have never voted.
It's not because 1didn't care, you see. Ifs

•• .For more than
three years now I've
been preaching a

no-vote ethic. Don'
support the

starts supporting

though, I've realized

the no-vote ethic
won't work.
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Saturday night' Step Shov. was great
ongrats to the winners. Alpha Kappa
pha and Alpha Psi Alpha.

Woohoo! We can still eat. Congrats to
m and Wendy for being able to keep
appy Inn from closing.

Kudos to administrators who made it
t of their offices and onto the llill to
d dangerous places. We appreci.ite
u looking out for us.

Boo to the outrageously low attendance at
the Homecoming football game. Was it that
hard to put your beer down and walk across
the street to Smith Stadium?

Even after nine players gr,ldttatcd,
estcm's swim team i~ still roe.kill!. Fhe)
on the Sun Belt Fall Classic !,1st v.cckcnd.

~ Thumhs down to hazing suspensions. Let's
~ ,top treat;ng pledges unfafrly.

I am Presley Nash's grandmother and a long time Western employee. The media blitz that the Herald
has produced about the Nash situation has been disgraceful, except
for the last couple of articles that
were somewhat humanistic!
Presley is a very sick little girl at
this moment. The newspaper
reported that the transplant was a
success, but we do not know
whether it was or not and will not
know for several days/weeks.
Many complications are possible
... Each day there is a new development in her recovery. . . . She
remains in the hospital now, not
receiving outpatient treatment! If
you would bother to go to the Web
site and read it occasionally, or
maybe do a little research before
you report things, you would know
what is going on in her post-transplant care.
My daughter, Staci Nash, and
her husband have not left her side
and will not until she is over the crisis. It is absurd to think that they
would neglect her in this crucial
time to deal with the lawsuit against
Western. Her life-saving treatment
was delayed for 5-6 months
because of Western and its system.
Why should they be in a hurry to
leave their sick daughter to deal

with a lawsuit they had to file to get
the coverage she was supposed to
get in the first place?
Your source of infonnation is
not totally accurate and has not
been from the beginning. I suggest
you do a little research instead of
taking your source's word as
gospel. For instance, you have
never mentioned that her treatment
was delayed for 4-5 months
because of Western. The only positive thing about your editorial is
that Western should prepare for
things such as this in the future.
It may be you or your family
next year that is confronted with a
catastrophic illness, and I hope that
you do not also have to endure all
of the negative publicity. I again
encourage you to investigate a little.
Determine what is factual and what
is myth. Stop printing incorrect
information.
Martha Houchin
Bowling Green

Editor's note: Information in the
Herald's story "Long-awaited
transplant a success for Presley
Nash," that called Nash's transplant a success and stated that she
was in the hospital and would later
receive outpatient treatment came
from Presley's father; Brian Nash.
and her grandfather. Allen
Houchin.
'

Letters to the editor policy
♦ Originality counts. This
isn't class, so please don't sub-

mit plagiarized material.
♦ Lettas shouldn't be more

than 250 words.

Here's how to reach us.
♦ E-mail us at

•

herald@wkuherald.com.
can us at 745-6291

♦ Visit our office at

♦

1:n

Letters must include your Garrett Conference Center.
name, phone number, home.
town and classification or title.
~ Herald reserves the right
Without If. they will not be conto edit all letters for style. gramsidered for publication.
mar. length and clarity.
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Fielder W. Strain/Hera(ci
During the tour, Lindsey Nave describes the purpose of buildings, including which academic programs are taught in them.

LEADER: Questions answere&;
CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE
Cherry Hall, down Big Red
Way and stops outs ide of
Downing University Center.
From there, Nave leads the
group out of the bus and into
DUC, showing off places like
Topper Cafe and the bookstore.
Nave stops walking for a
moment and ex plains Big Red
Dollars and Dining Dollars.
"So, you don ' t use cash?"
one woman asks.
Nave tells the woman that
the eateries in DUC do take
cash.
"Can you add cash?"
another person asked.
Nave spends a good portion of the tour answering
questions fro m prospective
students and parents.
Some of her most common
questions include roommate
situations, whe ther or not
each do rm is air-conditioned
and if freshmen can have
vehicles on campus.
Nave said she became
pretty good at answering
questio ns d uring her to ur

060% ~ ~ o/a

UXYnUWb

guide training.
rooms, Nave to ld the group'
Training for tour guides that Western is a dry campus:
began the first week of school meaning no alcohol is
this year.
allowed.
About a month later, Nave
She then told a story of a'
went on her first
mother of a:
tour.
prospective stu-:
She summed
dent who asked'
up the experiif marijuana w~~:
ence: scary.
allowed on cam"The tours last
pus.
anywhere from an
Nave had t9.,
hour
to
two
explain that mari.hours," she said.
juana was illegal
" And so to be
in all 50 states, so'
.....
thrown out there
it was illegal at
with a group of
Western.
people I have to
After
th~.
show around the
story, the group
school, and knowwalked to the,
bus
that was
ing a lot of stu- Lindsey Nave
parked
behind
dents will base
junior from Harrisburgl1, I!!.
Preston and the.
their decisions on
that tour is a little scary."
tour ended.
The tour walks from DUC
"The key to a good tour is
past Minton Hall through the j ust being comfortable," she
G uthrie Bell Tower and stops said. "The more you learn
at the Preston Health and abo ut the people in your
Activities
Center.
Af ter group, the more enj oyable it
exploring the facilities, Nave will be."
leads the tour over to Keen
Reach Bobby Harrell at
Hall.
Inside one of the do rm f eatures@wkuhe raid. com.

"The key to a
good tour is just
being comfortable.
The more you
learn about the
people in your
group, the more
enjoyable it will

be."

~ d;/e

Every wom~n is unique. And, every stage of a woman's life is
different.
The physicians and staff of Women's Health Specialists are
dedicated to caring for the unique healthcare needs of women
throughout their lives, including the active and sometimes
challenging college years.
Women 's Health Specialists will work with each young woman
individually to provide her with the health services and information
necessary to tackle all the new experiences associated with college
life. They offer a full spectrum of care from routine exams, such as
annual pap smears and prevention screenings, to discussions on
various birth control options. Obstetrical care for expectant mothers
and surgical procedures for gynecological problems are also
provided if needed.
Women's Health Specialists participates with most major insurance
companies.

Jeffery W. Nemec, MD • Philip N. Priebe, MD
Deborah A. Kasica, MD • Devin G. Trevor, MD

(f(J(YJYWYI j ~eafd El}tecwJldrJ
Located next to The Medical Center

Medical Arts Building • 350 Park Stred, Suite 103
Bowling Green, KY 41101 • (170) 781-0075

,

1939 Scottsville Road • Bowling Green
842-0123
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EST: Plan will go into effect
r,n Tl'UEO FR~M FRIIT PACE

Management, financial aid and the registrar's office.
Donna Gregory, assessment coordinator for
Student Affairs and Campus Services, said service
departments on the HilJ have been using surveys,
focus groups and databases of student needs as part
of their assessment plan.
Each academic and service department will turn
in drafts of their '.1Ssessment plan to the university's
Outcomes Assessment Committee tomorrow, Poe
said.
The assessment project is being established to
ensure students are competent in their field of study
when they leave Western, University Senate
President Doug Smith said.
Smith, who teaches Methods of Social Research,
said using assessments to improve university prognuns is a good business practice.
"'I'd like to make sure students, when they leave,
have an understanding of methods," he said. "If
thafs not coming across then something needs to
change in the department."
$talf Council chairman Elizabeth Paris agreed
assessments are a positive for the university.
..Your problems come into light," she said. "You
know what you're doing good, and you know what
you.need to work on."
· James T. Rogers, executive director of the commission on colJeges for SACS, said member colleges have been required to assess their departments
since 1984.
"Our assumption is that every institution in the
region has a functioning planning and assessment
process," Rogers said.
Rogers said SACS requires member universities
to use their data collected from assessments to make
adjustments to their programs. SACS encourages

the schools to have multiple means of assessing their
programs.
"I would assume that every department has some
way of determining whether their graduates are
equipped to deal with the real world," Rogers said.
Poe said while most departments at Western have
some sort of assessment program, no formal, university-wide process exists for conducting those
tests or for keeping records on the data.
Gregory said Student Affairs departments are trying to keep better records.
"We are working on having each department
develop an assessment records book," she said.
Departments would keep their assessment
plans, records and proof of how they are using lhe
data to adjust their programs in those books,
Gregory said.
This is the first year Western departments wilJ be
required to assess their programs and keep records
of the results, but the assessments will continue after
the SACS review, Poe said.
Gene Tice, vice president for Student Affairs and
Campus Services, said some departments in his division may only have to do assessments every two
years.
Those situations would depend on if a department's results were constant for a number of years or
if the department had just made adjustments that
would not immediately show in the data that is collected yearly.
Paris said assessments have only one detraction
- the added work for program directors and their
staffs.
"It's a lot of work," she said. 'That's mainly the
only apprehension I hear."
Reach Joseph lord at news@wkuherald.com.

E·YES: Day honors disabled on Hill
~

• 'r1•u£0 in,~ ~ROMT PA&E

they had to move themselves from the wheelchair to
a normal chair without the use of their legs.
Many of the students that tried to tackle the
course said they found it difficult.
'They make it look easier than what it really is,"
Bowling Green sophomore Shaden Melky said.
Melky participated in the obstacle course that her
mother, Huda Melky, Equal Opportunity and ADA
compliance director, had helped set up.
Bowling Green Mayor Sandy Jones also gave the
wheelchair obstacle course a try.
"People with disabilities are not disabled," Jones
said. 'They just have different challenges."
Lisa Newlon, a junior from Tell City, Ind.,
agreed.
Newton was born with glaucoma, a disease of the
eye that causes gradual loss of eyesight. The disease
continued to dissipate Newton's vision as she grew
older.
At 15, Newton went through a surgery to restore
some of her vision. But due to complications,
Newton lost all of her vision.

"It can give (the students) some idea of what's
going on," Newton said. "But I don't think lhe simulation even touches the surface."
The disability itself is not the hardest part,
according to Newton. Instead, she points to a different strain.
"It's the impediment that society places on the
individual," Newton said. "It's having to prove yourself over and over and over again."
Although she said she can't speak for everyone
with a disability, Newton said students would have a
better understanding of disabled students if they too
had to prove themselves in a like manner.
Louisville junior Jenell Glymph said she couldn't
imagine not having the use of her legs.
Since most students can use their legs to get
around campus, she said, they don't think about how
difficult it is for students who use wheelchairs.
Glymph said that the simulation teaches students
a valuable lesson - that everyone should be happy
with what they have.

Jim & Gil's
Annual Suit & Sport Coat Sale

Tuesday, November 5 and
Wednesday, November 6 Only!
Bring a friend and share the savings!

FREE
f
r value
•

Buy one suit at regular price,
get a second suit of equal or l~

Buy one Sport Coat at regular price,f
get a second Sport Coat of equal or lesser value

REE •f

Does not include year round blazers or cll?nel hair sport coats.

FREE
f
•
_____________________

Buy two Pairs of Dress Slacks

~t},,....regular price, Get the 3rd Pair

20°/o Off
• Dress Shirts
• Ties & Belts
• Casual Slacks

•Sweaten
• Mock To111enecks
• Sport Shirts

Stop in for unadvertised specials.
HOURS: 8 A.M.-7 P.M.
Alterations extra. All merchandise from regular stock.

COLLEGE HEIGHTS HERALD ONLINE

www.WKUHERAL0.COM

Reach Cassie Riley at news@wkuherald.com

Taj
Palace

2800 Scottsville Road
(Beside Puerto Vallarta)
843-2233

Diwali Dinner Buffet Special
Friday, November 1

5:30 PM - 10 PM

$8.95/person, or
$7 .95/person
(for a party of 6 or more)

Children under 8 will eat at half
price. Featured wines and beers will
be halfprice.
Come celebrate the Indian festival
Diwali (the Festival of Lights) with us
at Taj Palace. Join us for this
auspicious occasion with your family
and friends. Reservations are
welcome but not necessary.
j

Chicken Lamb Biryanis Vegetarian Dishes
Tandoor Items Kheer Guiab Jamoon

\
l

....

.
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.

belly dancing O . ~s befteve
India and was ;zgznated in
dance to praise Sed as ritual
80ds or
goddesses.
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Contact:
Diversions editor Abbey Brown:
features@wkuherald.com
Gen. assignments editor Erica Walsh:
he rald@wkuherald.com

another
drummer's

eat
--

Belly dancing classes now b .
at Preston Health and Acti· .emgtaught
.
~ VIties Center.
By

Column

Roomie
caught in

,the act,

AMBER. SIGMAN

Herald Reporter
On the shiny waxed h
dance studio i~ Prest ' ardwood floor of the
Center, bare feet bounce~" Health and Activities
reflection of yellow spo~~~c~fully among the soft
danced to rhythmical so d tg /s. Several women
The dancers were u_n s o ~urns and flutes.
techniques from the M~J~~g :ncient belly dancing
fort with body .
. e ast to ease their comThe bell d1ma~e while becoming enriched.
y- ancmg classes are being tau ht at
Preston Wednesday nights at 8 b L
g
Stone Creek Da al
Y e Ora Day, of
St ct· . B .
y so teaches dance at Dance Arts
u k10 m owling Green, but decided to add a sixwee course on campus.
From beginning to end, the class is different than
most.
. "Swing your back like a horse's tail and when
this gels too boring move your arms " D
'd
.
,
ay sat to
get new dancers 10 the groove.
":ou're in a safe place now," Day said as the
mu~ic stai:ted,;md she showed the class how to move
their pelvis. The bad guy with the sitar can't get
you nght now."
The ancient dance form helps women feel more
c?mf?rtable with themselves - even a bit sexy as
big h~ps are almost preferred for this type of dance
technique, Bowling Green graduate student Andrea
Kitta said.
K_itta said she learned various forms of dance as
a child. She would practice in the kitchen while
waiting for lhe school bus to come. Kitta said she's
take belly dancing over a Stairmaster any day.
"Having big hips is an asset where usually it's
not," Kitta said. "It's a positive body image experience."
The class started with head circles, then arm
movements resembling a snake's slither, followed
by pelvic circles. The students made 'swooshing'
sounds to help them exaggerate their hip-circling
motions.
Leotards are replaced with detailed scarves or
beaded belts which are wrapped around the waist to
accentuate movement and add jangling sounds as
the women shimmy. Some wear shorts or leggings,
Price Chambers/Herald
while others wear skirts to further accentuate their Leora Day, of Stone Creek, teaches belly dancing in Preston Health and Activities Center on Wednesdays.
dance techniques.
Day also teaches at Dance Arts Studio in Bowling Green, but decided to add the six-week course at
Day denounced the common belief that belly Western. The belly dancing form she teaches was originally used as ritual to praise gods or goddesses
dancing's purpose is to please men. She said the and to help tell stories.
ancient custom has more history than to just delight
sexual appetites. Religious scholars believe belly dancDay has been teaching dance in Bowling Green
ing originated in India and was used as ritual dance to for four years and on and off in Florida for the last make a dancing circle and incorporating their new
Middle Eastern moves in rotation. Occasionally colpraise gods or goddesses or to give stories visual aids 15.
liding
as some went to the right instead of the left, the
before there was writing.
The class features rhythmic beats from native women's faces lit up with laughter.
There is evidence that belly dancing was used in early artists of Morocco, India and Turkey.
"Whenever you get stressed out you realize you
Egyptian times to relax women during their pregnancy
"With belly dance you get to put on a whole new have this to come to at mght and it's kind of a de- much like lamaze class is used today, Day said. The character," Day said. "It's kind of a chance to become
strcsser," Owensboro freshman Amanda Hardy said.
rhythmic aids of drumming music and dancing would somebody else from some other time and place."
help calm women during contractions, she said.
The class ended with women grasping hands to Reach Amber Sigman at features@11·k11herald.com.

S UPERPICKS
Hollan Holm
Once upon a time - two
weeks ago - there was a
columnist named Hollan
Holm. Among my many
unhealthy habits - road rage,
mocking muscular sports
stars and putting the Q-tip in
too far - I stay up late on a
regular basis .
That particular evening I
went to bed at 2:37 a.m.,
Hollan's Alarm Clock Time
(HAT). I spent my entire
evening avoiding my homework and headed for a welldeserved procrastinator's five
hours of rest.
I clicked play on my
Simon
and
Garfunkel's
Greatest
Hits
playlist,
stripped to my boxers and
nestled into my duck print
sheets and green, plaid comforter.
I lay there almost two minutes HAT when I heard my
roommate, referred to as
Hollan's Roommate, or HR
from now on, fumbling with
his keys in the lock. It's
always a surprise for me to
see him this semester since he
keeps two beds - one at a
fraternity house and one in
the Penthouse of RodesHarlin Hall. We also share a
Tuesdayffhursday
class.
Given that relationship, I see
him once a week ... at most.
The only thing more surprising than actually seeing
him was seeing his company,
a girl.
I tried to say "Hey
Hollan's Roommate," but in
my
drowsy,
Garfunkelinduced haze I garbled it. I
assessed the situation - a
late night visit with escort in
tow - and rolled over facing
my wall trying as hard as possible to go to sleep.
Unfortunately for me and my
company, that never works.
But at least I didn't see what
followed.
The love affair blossomed
to lines like "Feeling groovy."
"(HR), you're such a
pimp," the girl said.
My
roommate's
ego
swelled as he asked her why
she thought that.
She replied that some girls
at the party earlier were t&lking about him.
My face slammed down
hard onto the green and
brown ducks of my pillow,
and I lost my breath. His ego
was smothering me and it was
all I could do to keep my
chuckles from blowing my
"sleeping" cover.
I heard her say something
about a three-letter word that
started with S and rhymed
with hex. But they couldn't
because according to her,
"That's Hollan Holm! I can't
believe he's right over there!"
At least that's how I like to
remember it.
But, next came the distinct
whizzing of zippers and
clanging of belt buckles as
pants hit the floor.
I had to break this up with
some clever punchline. "Hey
HR, can I borrow some sleeping pills because I'm having
the darndest time trying to get
to sleep," was the best I could
muster. I choked on saying it

Su P1cu Pura
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Halloween

Haunted houses, costume parties in area
By JOCELYN ROBINSON

Bone Yard. These are joined
by the UFO Crash Site and
Jessie's Junkyard.
"We try to change it up
each year," said Sherryl
Lockett,
president
of
Skeleton's Lair Haunted
Woods.
The Haunted Woods will
be open 8 p.m. to midnight
tonight. Tickets are $10 for
adults and $5 for children and
group rates are available. A
portion of the proceeds will
be donated to the American
Red Cross of Bowling Green.
"It's something to venture
Ol,lt and see," Lockett said.
"It's a good time and for a
good cause."
The Haunted Woods is 15
minutes east of Bowling
Green on Cemetery Road, one
mile past the Allen County
line. For more information ·

Herald reporter
Halloween isn ' t just for
kids anymore.
For those looking for some
tricks instead of treats, the
Bowling Green area offers a
number of haunted houses for
scares. For those looking for a
-place to show . off their
Tinkerbell or Spiderman costume, some of the local clubs
and bars are welcoming costumed partiers. And there
might be prizes.

Skeleton's Lair
Haunted Woods
Skeleton's Lair Haunted
Woods returns for its third
season of scaring unsuspecting visitors.
New features include
Granny's Attic and the T-

call (270) 622-8171.

Halloween House
at Raceworld.
"This is big boy scary,"
said C.T. Williams, owner of
Halloween
House
and
Raceworld.
Williams based Halloween
House on John Carpenter's
"Halloween" movies. Before
entering the house, visitors
get a run down on Carpenter's
ties to Bowling Green and the
various references to Bowling
Green in the "Halloween"
movies.
The way the house is built
"Michael Myers" can show up
anywhere along the tour at
anytime, he said.
"It's like living the movie,"
Williams said. "You'll either
be scared to death or someone

in your group will, and you'll
die laughing at them."
Halloween House will be
open from 7 p.m. to midnight
tonight. Tickets are $1 O for
adults; it is not recommended
for children.
Halloween
House is located at Raceworld
off Scottsville Road. For
more information call 7817223.

Bloody Acres
Another Halloween attraction is Bloody Acres - "five
acres of fright night experience," said owner Michael
Barrick.
Bloody Acres includes features like the Craze Maze, the
Tunnel of Doom, the Barn of
Horror and the Nitty Gritty
Underground City, a 100-foot
underground city.
Freddy Krueger, the Texas

Movie review

Film falls flat on its face, a lot
A friend once told me that you can find
good in anything, but after watching
"Jackass: The Movie," I find that statement
hard to believe.
Seeing this movie can only be described
as the most torturous and agonizing thing,
not movie, I have ever witnessed. This
movie is so bad that only the hard core fans
of the television show will like it. For everyone else - stay away.
The movie is basically an unedited and
extended version of the television show
with various illegal and immoral stunts that
host Johnny Knoxville and the rest of the
Jackass crew perform.
These "delightful" stunts include the
"Rent-A-Car Crash Up Derby" where

Knoxville rents a car from a dealer, uses it
There are more stunts that I cannot menin a derby and sends the totaled car back to tion in this review due to the amount of
the dealer. He then tells the dealer that they graphic material featured.
have to pay half of the damages.
The movie has no limits of how ridicu"The Muscle Stimulator'' is where the lously stupid it can get. It goes way beyond
Jackass crew places electrodes on all parts the television show and is pure disgusting
of their body and electrifies themselves.
and amateur material. You'll see a lot of the
The "Riot Control Test" is where a mem- Jackass crew naked; you' 11 see every type of
ber of the Jackass crew has a beanbag car- bodily fluid in this movie and a lot of peotridge fired out of a shotgun and onto his ple getting aggravated, real fast. One person
stomach. This is the equivalent to being even swung a few golf balls at the crew.
punched by a heavyweight boxer, from
But what stunned me was that the audiwhat I've heard.
ence was laughing at these people hurting
In the "Off-Road Tattoo" segment one of themselves and hurting the others in the
the Jackass crew members gets a tattoo film.
while riding in an off-road vehicle on a
What's funny about seeing the people in
bumpy road.
this movie get hurt? I'd like to know.
A Jackass crew member administers
To sum this film up in a few words, it's
paper cuts to others in the group in the web- the most awful, pathetic, irresponsible and
bing of their toes, hands and even across immoral excuse for a movie that I've ever
their lips in the "Paper Cuts" scene.
seen. I'm just praying that MTV Films
Finally, "Wasabi Snooters" is a scene doesn't produce a sequel.
where a little soy sauce and lots of wasabi
gets snorted up the nose and lots of vomit- Reach Devinn Winkleman at
ing is induced.
features@wkuherald.com.

:J 0
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'Jackass'
Grade: F
BY DEVINN WINKLEMAN

Herald.film critic
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Chainsaw Massacre and the
clown from Stephen King's
"IT" are some of the characters who will make an appearance along the tour.
Bloody Acres opens at dark
tonight and stays open "till
the crowd goes home."
Bloody Acres is located at
4965 Li)Uisville Road, one
mile past Bristow Elementary.
Tickets are two for $ 15 or $10
each. For more information
call 796-1022.

Baker Boys
"Two Kings" will be playing at Baker Boys tonight,
and there will also be a costume party with first prize
winning a $100 gift certificate.
The costumes will be
judged at midnight. There is a
cover charge of $3, and only

students 21 or older will be
admitted after 10 p.m.

Cobalt Club
The Cobalt Club will be
having a "Pimps and Ho's"
costume party and will be giving out $500 in prizes for various contests.
The club opens at 9 p.m.,
with the bar closing at 2 a.m.
and the club closing at 4 a.m.
The club is open to those 18
and older, although you must
be at least 21 to drink alcohol.

The Travel Lodge
The Travel Lodge on
Scottsville Road will be having a Halloween party
tonight. The house band
Liberation will be playing.
Reach Jocelyn Robinson at
features@wkuherald.com.

PICKS: Seeking girl

from roomate's romp
COIITINUED FRON PAGE

7

froin fears of stuttering it and
flubbing the whole line.
Amid these thoughts, the
room grew quiet and I heard
him ask his guest, "Why are
you staring at Hollan?"
My ego smothered the
whole room.
But in my gloating, I
missed the opportunity to end
the situation.
Then came "The Sound."
Words can't describe what I heard.
Running a fifty yard
dash in snake skin
cowboy boots filled
with lime Jello
comes close, but
that's not quite it.
I had to end this,
so I plucked my
glasses from my
desk sat up in bed and looked
at my alarm clock. It read
3:47 a.m. HAT. I then laid
down without a word and
without looking at HR's side
of the room.
"The Sound" stopped.
There was no movement at
all for the 20 minutes it took
me to drift into a triumphant
sleep.
The next morning I awoke
hoping to see and recognize
the girl's face as someone I
knew. But she slept face
down on the pillow as I
dressed, so I was denied true
joy.

But do me a favor, look
around as you finish this
story. If you see any
blondish-brownish haired girl
wi th a face two shades short
of stop sign red, tell her to
stop carving my name into
that baseball bat and give me
call. My roommate is conveniently gone most of the
week. If not, he's usually
asleep.

Picks '0 the Week
♦ Get your twofer party on tonight
at the combination
Halloween
Hootenanny and Zombie Ball. The Faculty House will be
spookin' with costumes, games, food
and live music.
The combo party
will run from 8 p.m. to midnight.
♦ Halloween not your
style, check out "Exclusives"
performance tomorrow night
at 10 p.m.
For $5 you' 11 get to see all
the action at The Spot. The·
posters feature bling-bling
Rolexes and a woman in a gstring. Sounds like a real
hootenanny.
Hollan Holm's roommate
is a sophisticated sex robot
sent back through time to
change the world for one
lucky lady. E-mail Hollan at
hollanholm@hotmail.com.

"Then came
'The Sound.'
Words can't
describe
what I
heard."
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Men, women runners confident heading into Sun Belt meet in Texas
Bv

ADAM EADENS

Herald reporter

,
The men s and women's cross country
teams are set for Monday's ·
Championship in Denton, ..,..e
,un BBelt
l' xas
th
th
teams have eir sights on brin · · 0
hardware back to Bowling ar!~g some
Th~ Lady Toppers speak with
un~?u ~ed co"!1dencc.
I think '!'e re going to win ,, d .
freshman Aimee Wellcrding s~d re shirt
. The Lady Toppcl'\ big est ch
will come from Arkansas-litU R allenge

s

defending Sun Belt champions. Western
beat UALR la\t week at the Pre-NCAA
. 11crre Haute, lnd.
meet m
Rcdshirt
freshman
Cheyenne
c armack· will run for Western at the
championships. despite the fact that she
hadn't planned to run cross country at all
this year.
::1 didn't expect to be running, pcriod, Cannack said.
Carmack, primarily a 400- and 800m~tcr ";Inner on Western\ tmck team,
!111ms with the cross country team to stay

performances at Westem's home meet running as an armadillo crossing I-35.
and the Pre-NCAA meet, it wa, obvious They've set their lineup for the meet and
that Carmack could compete at distances expect it to be like all the races before.
of three miles or more.
'These seven guys here are pretty
She'll help fill the void left by another much the guys that have been at every
redshirt freshman who will be out of the meet of the year," junior Tony Cambron
race. Rebecca Sanford will sit out due to said.
doctor's orders. Carmack will take her
Like in the women's case, defending
spot on the roster.
champion Arkansas-Little Rock will pro"They needed me to step up," vide the biggest challenge. But in the
Carmack said.
men's ca-;e, UALR is favored.
M
pt· lst"
''.(Coach Long) wai:its us _to go out and
en O lffl IC
get m the front and suck with Arkansas-

said.
While bett,r up front, UALR lacks the
depth that We tern has.
'They've rot five guys, then nothing
else," Cambron said. "Coach could have
run eight or nine or ten different guys and
our score would be the same."
The men are confident in their
chances with a strong effort Monday.
"We can v.in it," said rcdshirt freshman Ryan Hov.ell.

Bui;'d~n;·b"y~i;~:t;d ;i;ock~l;g&ri·bo•

SOARING:· ~r~pm~hag~;t~i;gg.

Reach Adam &ulem at

'~"'®"MemMN~

Swimmers set

Co NTl Nu£ o f 'I OII

tr

p

tr

another sub-par performance .th N
' S
Wl
O 25
111.mo1s
tate(5-3
.
' 3-l)ontapSaturday·
The Redbirds
come to town havmg
. won
.
.
three of their
last
four
games
J
.
.
• umor quarterback Michael Souza leads an oucnse
&r
that
averages
409.5
yards
per
game
S
. d f
. ouza was
Iiste ourth on the preseason depth chart
but has been named Player of the Week in
the.~onf~rencc the ~ast two weeks.
. Their of~,ense nght now is just beginnmg to gel, said Harbaugh, who called
Souza the real deal. "So this is a quality
team. This is t_he J0th game of the season,
and we need it desperately to stay in the
hunt."
A week after his first fumble of the sea-

son, senior running back Jon Frazier is
looking forward to bouncing back.
"They have a pretty decent squad defen.
. who Icads Westcm
s1veIy," sa1'd Franer,
'th
772
h.
w1
rus mg yards. •·But I th.mk we' ve
got the advantage up front because they're
not as big as teams we've played."
To stay in the Gateway championship
picture, Western will more than likely have
to win a close game, something it ha,;n 't
been accustomed to much this season. In all
but two games, the outcome has been at
least a 17-point differential.
. . S
.
The Toppers and I11 mo1s tate are quite
similar in everything from statistics to
schedule strength. Both have lost to a I-A
team and to a top 15 I-AA team. In conference play, both were tripped up by Western

Illinois, who shares a three-way tie with
them for first place.
But with conference championship
hopes on the line, and the most evenIY
· ·
matched game of the season, mouvat;on
isn't scarce on the Hill.
"This team has needed very little motivation the entire season. They're highly
motivated,,, Harbaugh said. "We, re getting
·
tremendous leadersh'1p from our semors,
so
I'm very comfortable going into this bal1game."
Kickoff is scheduled for 4:30 p.m. at
Smith Stadium.
Reach Keith Farner at
sports@wkuherald.com.

The men and women of
Western swimming and diving
will travel to Monroe, La., this
weekend tod Ce
take on LouisianaMonroe
an
ntennary.
While Centennary
appears to
lack the depth to challenge
Western,
Louisiana-Monroe
comes in after a good recruiting
year. Monroe has a strong reputau·on &or
recnu·,.;"g
1
'
,m temau·onally.
"I once went to congratulate
them after they beat us, and only
one could speak English,"
"'estem coach Bill Powell S":d.
"'
...
"It later turned out h~ was
Canadian."
The major match-up on the
men's side is expected to be when
m·

Check out our New Hours
DUC Food Court

GrilleWorks

Monday- Thursday

Monday - Thursday

7 am - 9:30 pm

backstroker Gord Veldman
squarl's off against Monroe·s
Sven I labcnccht. When they met
last sc -;on. Veldman barely hung
on to h:at Habenccht.
W,• -tern'<.
.. ·
·' and Monroe's
women's teams com.! in after big
wins la~t week. The Lady
Toppers beat Sun
Belt
Conference rival New Mexico
State. while the Indians knocked
off Al.ibama. Monroe's program
featur>·s strong competitors such
,,
al
rndepcn dent
as
... ation
Championship finalist backstroker Claire Beene, Maria Guerra
m di tJncc and diver Knsten
Houston.

~~

10:30 am - 9:30 pm

WKU
Dining
Services

Friday

Friday

7 am - 7 pm

10:30 am - 4 pm
Sunday

Saturday

12 pm - 7 pm

- Josh Buckman

4 pm - 9:30 pm

Sunday

1 pm - 9:30 pm

·•·•··•···········•
Great deal 2 bdnn. apt.
$350/mo. Lease and deposit
required 846-2397.

···········•····•··

Western Place Apartments
Minutes From Campus!
4 bdrm- 4 bath $320 & 5330
per month/ per person.
(Includes Utilities & Cable)
Lease & Deposit Required
www.theplacetolive.com
781-5600

RCX)MMATE

SPRIN(, BREAK

Roommate needed to share
4 bdrm., 4 bathroom apartment
at Western Place Apartments.
$320/mo., all utilities included.
No deposit required.
Call (270)779-6011.ASAP

*** ACT NOW!

...................

····•··············

SPRINC RREAK

...................

Early Specials! Sprmg Break
Bahamas Party Cruise!
5 days $299! Include Meals,
Parties! Awesome Beaches,
FREE UTILITIES!! & Minutes
Nightlife! Departs From
to campus. New carpet, private
Florida! Get Group- Go
Free!! springbrcaktravel.com
laundry, huge pool. I b~~
$45 9; 2 bdnn $549 all ut1httcs
1-800-678-6386
547
1
included. Call now 78 - 1.
SPRING BREAK '03
Only one 4 bdrm left!
with StudentCity,com!
Air. Hotel, FREE
Adjacent to campu~.
All appliances including
FOOD & DRINKS and 150%
Lowest Pncc Guarantee!
washer & dryer. CALL
REPS WA TED! Earn
SIMS REALTY. 842-7919.
2 FREE TRIPS, VIP
Close to campus I bdnn. apt
treatment & cash!
$275-$300 month. Lease and Call 1-800-293-1445 or email
deposit required 846-2397.
sales@studentcity.com !

···················

...................

···••···•··········

...................

Guarantee the best spring
break prices! South Padre,
Cancun, Jamaica,
Bahamas, Acapulco,
Florida & Mardigras.
TRAVEL FREE, Reps
Needed, EARN $$$.
Group Discounts for 6+.
1-888-THINKSUN
(l-888-844-6478 dept 2626) I
www.springbreakdiscounts.com

...................

Early Spring Break Specials!
Cancun & Jamaica From $429!
Free Breakfast, Dinners &
Drinks! Award Winning
Company! Group Leaders
Free! Florida
Vacations from $149!
springbreaktravel.com
1-800-678-6386

...................

········••··••·····

I

bdr;;;;;;-■~~•j"z3°t 11th.

Washer'drycr included, ~~r~
wood floors $275 plus ut1ht1cs.
3 bdnn. at St. James P:P_t~1133 Chestnut, some ullltties
paid, $575/mo.781-8307
Larg;•;;;~;;;;;;~;•bdrm.
I I /2 baths. Large kitchen &
living room combo.
Dishwasher, washer & dryer.
Close to WKU. Water furnished. Rent $500, mo. plus
deposit. For more
information call!
(270) 843-8722 or
(270) 843-6019

·········•·····••··

···················
#1 Spring Break Vacations!
110% Best Prices!
Mexico, Jamaica, Bahamas,
Florida. Texas. Book Now &
Receive Free Parties & Meals.
Campus Reps Wanted!
1-800-234-7007
endlesssummertours.com

···················

Wanted! Spring Breakers!
Reps travel for FREE!
Lowest Price Guarantee!
Call 1-800-795-4786 or email
•
t
sales(a:suncoastvacallons.com •

1.11U2l7111 ...........

Get Paid For Your Opinions!
lam $15-$125 and
more per survey!
wW\, dollars4op1mons.com

Haircuts Guys & Gals
$3 with WKU ID
South Central KY Barber
College of B.G. 332 College St.

Bartenders needed.
No experience necessary.
Earn up to $300 a day. Call
1-866-291-1884 ext.u232

WKU Women's Basketball is
looking for male students to
practice against. Applicants
must be enrolled full-time @
WKU. Must possess knowledge
& skills of game. Attendance is
required (ii, all practices. Mon.,
Wed., Fri. & Sat. from 1-4 pm;
Tues., Thurs. from 3:456:45pm. If interested, please
call Brian @ (270) 745-6574.

Fraternities • Sororities
Clubs • Student Groups
Earn $1.000-$2,000 this se_mester with a proven
CampusFundraiser 3 hour fundra1stng (•vent. Qu.r programs
make fundraislng easy with no risks. Fundra1stng dales are
filling quickly, so get with the prQgraml It works .. <:;ontact
CampusFundraiser at ii888) ~23-3238, or v1s1t

...................

...................

...................

...................

www.camous undra1ser.coro

Part-Time Temporary
Light Industrial
Lord Corporation is a privately held $450 million corporation.
Our Mechanical Products Division, a leader in the development,
manufacture and sale of engineered shock, vibration and motion
control products has an immediate opening for Part-Time Light
Industrial individuals in its Bowling Green Facility.

HELP WANTEl)

...................

CARING PEOPLE
NEEDED
Jom us in making a
difference in the lives of
the elderly. Non-medical
companionship & help in
their homes. Flexible
part-time & full-time
hours available.
No certification required.
Home Instead Senior Care
Call :842-7540

• Flexible hours are available on all shift . lndi~ iduals must
be available 20-25 hours per week.
• The salary will be $7.50 per hour and Holiday pay is
prorated on an annual basis.
Applications will be accepted from 8:00 a.m to 4:00 p.m., .
Monday thru Friday. for interested candidates or )OU can submit
your resume to Lord Corporation, Human Resource Department,
2800 Pioneer Dnve, Bowling Green. KY 42101.
A Diversified Workforce l·mploycr

···················

Bartending Trainees
needed. $250/day
potential. Local positions
t-800-293-398S ext 214.

·····•·············

1.om:,

•www.wkuherald.com•

···················
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Hot.fble

Contact=

• Westem '.s football team is
r
atf_~mptmg 12.1 passes per game
t'/i# year and has three times the
pa~sing yardage it had in 12
games last season.

SPORTS

Sports editor Kyle Tucker:
sports@wkuherald.com
Photo editor Andreas Fuhrmann:
photo@wkuherald.com
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Men's soccer

Volleyball

Tops hope to

Lady Tops get
sloppy win

salvage season
at Vanderbilt

on the road
BY MICHAEL CASAGRANDE

BY DANNY SCHOENBAECHLER

Herald reporter

Herald reporter

Western's men's soccer team will close
out a second consecutive disappointing season tomorrow in Nashville. They'll try to finish on a high note against fellow Missouri
Valley Conference cellar dweller, Vanderbilt.
The Hilltoppers are tied for last place in
the conference with the Commodores.
Western (7-10-1, 1-7 MVC) will close out
a season that featured a bright beginning but
fizzled out once conference play began. A 40 start brought high aspirations, but the 3-101 slide ended any thoughts of a run at the
conference championship.
'We are disappointed," senior midfielder
Ben Buerger said. "But it will be my 1 t
game and that will also be exciting."
Buerger will close out a Western can!er
that spanned five years.
'1'm sorry he has to go out this way,"
Coach David Holmes said.
Holmes has commended Buerger all year
for his ability to keep the team together which they'll try to do for the finale.
'We will be ready· for the Vanderbilt
game," Holmes said. '1f anybody isn't ready
to play, it won't be the team in red and white."
The Commodores have had an even less
successful campaign than the Toppers. Vandy
is 3-14 overall and 1-7 in the conference. But
the 'Dores are an old rival for Western.
'We will be ready to play," junior goalkeeper Daryl Sattler said. 'Things haven't
gone our way, but we won't be giving up."
This year has been a mixture of close calls
and inconsistency for the Toppers, losing by
one goal to three top-25 teams, but falling by
several goals to the league's lesser squads.
'We are a young team, but we've matured
as the season has gone on," Holmes said.
Western has started five to six freshmen
each game. The youngsters began the year
with some prolific scoring, but have slowed.
The Toppers have only seven goals in
their eight conference games - compared to
the 19 goals they gave up in that span.
They' ll try to bandage their wounds for
the offseason with a win in the closer.

It wasn't pretty, but Western escaped from
Clarksville, Tenn., with a win against Austin
Peay in its last non-conference match.
The Lady Toppers swept the Lady Govs
(9-16) in three games. But it wasn't as easy
as 1-2-3. Western (25-4, 9-0 SBC) struggled,
winning the three games by a narrow margin
(31-29, 30-25, 30-26) Tuesday night.
Coach Travis Hudson was less than
pleased with his typically dominating squad.
"We played terribfe," Hudson said. "To be
perfectly honest, we did not react like a
championship team tonight. That is very disappointing."
Usually outspoken, the coach was at a
loss for words when it came to a reason for
his team's poor performance.
'1 don't really care what the reason was,"
Hudson said.
Sophomore middle hitter Amanda Schiff
led Western with 15 kills and a .517 hitting
percentage. Freshman outside hitter Crystal
Towler added 13 kills.
Defensively, Western had eight team
blocks and held Austin Peay to a lowly .130
hitting percentage. But it was the Lady Govs'
defense that frustrated Western all night.
"As a hitter, I know I was getting frustrated," Schiff said. 'They played incredible
defense. They were getting every ball."
The Lady Govs gave Western a fight with
only six players seeing action Tuesday night.
Julie Burkhalter and Sarah Schrarnka led
the Lady Govs attack with 10 kills each.
The Lady Toppers return to Sun Belt play
and the friendly confines of the Preston
Health and Activities Center Friday against
bitter rival Florida International.
Schiff anticipates another shot at the team
that ended Western's season a year ago.
Western won at FIU earlier this season.
"For me personally, it's a real big match
because when we went down there, we didn't play all that well," Schiff said. 'They are
barely into the tournament right now, and I
think if we beat them, then it's just going to
put them that much farther out of the range
for the tournament."

Reach Danny ScJwenbaechler at
sports@wkuheraki.com

Photo by John Lok
Junior strong safety Brian Lowder, left, and junior defensive lineman Chad Kincaid, rig down
Indiana State's Sidney Montfort in the first half Saturday at Smith Stadium.

Football

Scoring soaring behind solid D
BY KEITH FARNER

Herald reporter
It has taken nearly seven months,
but it seems Western's new-andirnproved liberalized offense is paying dividends.
Following Western's fourth win
in a row Saturday against Indiana
State, players and coaches were dis:. appointed in the lackadaisical
- offense. But disappointment in a 17point win shows just how far this
unit has come.
"I think that says a lot about the
team," senior quarterback Jason
Michael said. "We were able to pull
together in times when we needed
to, and that explains a lot about a
team and their character. Even
though things weren't going real
good for us, we were able to pull
through enough to get a win."
That production has enabled the
already stellar defense to have more
confidence, and more importantly,
rest.
"It's great," senior linebacker
Sherrod Coates said. "Now we

know that if we mess up, the offense
has got our backs and they can get
us out of ruts."
Although a fullback leads the
team in catches, the two-back, passoriented offense is helping the
Toppers pull games out, something
they couldn't do last season.
With two games left, Western
has three times the passing yardage
it had after 12 games last season.
But it hasn't abandoned the breadand-butter rushing attack that seems
to be firmly embedded in the play-

Saturday against Indiana State.
1\vo 11-play drives in the second
half drained the clock and left
Indiana State's comeback hopes
unplugged.
"I think our inside game is
good," head coach Jack Harbaugh
said. "Our option we need to develop more. I think our passing has
been very efficient, we just aren't
doing enough of it. We just need to
throw the ball a little bit more and
utilize that part of it."
Before the season, Harbaugh
said Western would try to throw the
ball between 20 and 24 times a
game. Through nine games, it is
averaging 12.1 attempts.
It wasn't always a well-oiled
machine.
Early in the season, the defense
held Western Illinois to 14 points,
but the Toppers were shut out
thanks to an unproductive offensive

book.

line.

That balance has helped Western
hang on to wins when it got leads
late in games against Youngstown
State, Northern Iowa and last

So No. 22 Western (6-3, 4-1
Gateway Conference) can't afford
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4:30 p.m. Saturday

WHERE: Smith Stadium

SEE SOARllli PAGE
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Reach Michael Casagrande at
sports@wkuherald.com

,Women's soccer

Murray a primer for Sun Belt tourney
I

Lady .Tops try to get back
on track after slide
BY JAY LIVELY

Herald reporter
As far as this season goes, the Lady
Toppers say it's over.
After losing four of their last five contests, Coach Jason Neidell told his team
that
the
Sun
Belt
Conference
Tournament will be the beginning of a
new one.
But before Western can start its new
season, the Lady Toppers·have to play on
the road against Murray State Saturday.
It's a non-conference game that gives
Western a chance to fix the problems that
plagued it during a recent winless conference weekend.
"We' re going to use this game as a
tune- up for tournament play," Neidell
said. "It's an opportunity for us to sharpen ourselves up."
Murray (7- 6-2, 2- 1- 2), like Western

(9- 7, 3-4), is a young program, only in ilar situation.
"They're preparing for their conferits third year of existence. But the Lady
Racers lost only one game in Ohio Valley ence tournament, too," Uhlman said.
"We expect a competitive game."
Conference play this season.
Neidell said he' s glad that the Lady
Sophomore forward Kelly Frericks
said the game will be a good test heading Toppers will play one more before the
tournament.
into the postseason. And a
Western ·started the year
chance for the Lady Toppers
streaking,
and looked
to bounce back from a fourpoised
to
improve
on last
game Sun Belt skid that saw
year
'
s
innaugural
success.
them fall from a second to a
But the late-season slump
fifth seed in next week's conand its recent weekend
ference tournament.
woes left a sour taste in his
"Murray is similar to us
team's
mouth. And morale
and a rival of ours," Frericks
isn't
peaking. Neidell
said. "We're heading into the
looks
to change that
tournament with them being
Kelly
Frericks
Saturday.
an exhibition match for our
sophomore furNard
"It's nice we have an
new season."
opportunity
to get back on
Western beat the Lady
the
field
and
make
things
right," Neidell
Racers 1-0 last season and scrimmaged
said,
"so
we
can
head
into
the
conference
them three times in the spring, winning
tournament
with
some
confidence."
one and tying two.
Sophomore goalie Amy Uhlman said
she expects Saturday to be a tough Reach Jay Lively at
match- up as Murray finds itself in a sim- sports@wkuherald.com

"We're heading

into the tourna•
ment with them
being an exhibi•
tion match for
OUr new Season."

Nina Greipel/Herald
Freshman defender Becky Sloglc battles for the ball with
South Alabama forward Tanya Allegretti during Sunday's
game at the WKU Soccer Complex. Western lost 1-0.
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